
Yarn Suggestions:
 • Dishie

 • Wool of the Andes

 • Brava

Compensation/Support

$200-400 (depending on design) per 
pattern. Our preference is to purchase 
the pattern outright as an exclusive on 
the new crochet website. WeCrochet will 
crochet the samples and will provide yarn 
support for designers to crochet their own 
version of the pattern. WeCrochet will also 
photograph all samples and designers will 
be able to use these photographs for their 
own promotions. WeCrochet will provide 
tech edits and the final pattern layout. 
WeCrochet reserves the right to change 
pattern names and requested yarn from the 
designer to fit our collection.

Submission Requirements

One-page submission, complete with:
 • Detailed pattern information

 • Suggested yarn

 • A sketch of the design

 • Sizes included

 • Designer bio/contact information

 • If the pattern has a stitch pattern other 
than solid colored single or double 
crochet, please include a photograph 
of a swatch of the stitch pattern on the 
one-page submission (not just a chart or 
drawing).

While swatches do not need to be in 
suggested yarn, we do suggest a solid, neutral 
color similar to the intended finished project 
so we can get a better feel for your pattern.

Include all relevant information on one page. 
Due to high volume, submissions not in this 
format may not be accepted.

Patterns cannot have been already 
published elsewhere. Please do not submit 
completed patterns. Our intended projects 
and themes are shown on the inspiration 
boards. Please keep these in mind when 
putting together your submission.

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
JUNE 2023

CROCHET SUMMER BAGS
Warm days strolling through the shops of your favorite beach town should inspire the bags 
that are in this collection. Bags can be large to hold all of your shopping treasures or they 
can be smaller to hold just the essentials as you go from store to store. Consider using 
texture and a pop of color on a neutral base.

Bags should be sturdy enough to be used for a day of shopping, if there is a motif pattern 
consider adding a lining to the instructions to add security.

Bag handles should use one that we have in stock if possible. If we don’t carry the 
handle that you like please note this clearly in the submission call so that we can look to 
accommodate that should we select your pattern.

Important Dates
Submission Deadline: January 11, 2023

Notification of Acceptance: January 18, 2023

Finished Pattern Due: March 2, 2023

How to Submit
Submit your submissions through the link below. You will be taken to a 
Google Form to add all of your information. If you have any questions about 
the process please email submissions@wecrochet.com for clarification.

SUBMIT YOUR SUBMISSIONS HERE

Need more inspiration?  See our pinterest board

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSemjZMcJxVcEsS5_L_q7yb2vuxhkxWCL8HvOQlbsSU0_mqhIw/viewform
https://pin.it/46D8ByZ

